According to the bank, in rounding up the campaign, 30 customers will be winning 32 inches LED TVs while one customer will take home the star prize of a brand new 2022 Suzuki S-Presso car.

Maruti wants '6 airbags must' proposal to be reconsidered; says norm to hit small car market, jobs auto major Maruti Suzuki India (MSI) said, adding that the norm will adversely hit the already shrinking small car market and may even impact jobs in the auto sector going ahead. Maruti said the ...

Maruti Suzuki sold over 1.6 lakh cars in May 2022: Baleno, Ertiga, Vitara Brezza and more

Maruti Suzuki India Ltd. sold a total of 1,61,413 vehicles in the month of May 2022, which includes 1.28 lakh units sold in the domestic market, 6,222 units sold to other OEMs, and its highest ...

Mandatory 6 airbags to hit small car market adversely: Maruti

Maruti Suzuki India (MSI) wants the government to reconsider the proposal to make six airbags mandatory in passenger vehicles, saying the norm will adversely hit the already shrinking small car market ...

Maruti Suzuki India’s production improves three-fold in May

The mini-cars – Alto and ...

Top-three Maruti Suzuki cars sold in India in May 2022

India's largest automaker, Maruti Suzuki is an undisputed leader in car sales in the country. Despite the ongoing shortage in the supply of semiconductors, Maruti Suzuki has retained the top position ...

Man allegedly pulls out gun in road rage incident in Liverpool, Sydney

NSW Police said the Suzuki driver and passenger took the gun and returned to their car, which was later revealed to be a hire vehicle and was found abandoned in a car park of a hotel on the same day.

Search for missing hillwalker whose car was discovered near Scots loch goes on

The 53-year-old's Suzuki Swift has since been traced at Loch Long car park in Arrochar ... we are working with our colleagues in Argyll to carry out inquiries and searches to trace him.

Missing two-year-old girl found safely, Amber Alert canceled

According to the Amber Alert, the stolen car was a silver Suzuki XL7 with a Pennsylvania license plate LXG5500. Officers say the theft happened at approximately 3:30 p.m. Sunday. Anyone who sees ...

How Maruti is Pivoting for the New World

Soon after the company's first car, Maruti 800, was launched, Suzuki launched its Asian bestseller pick-up truck Carry (called Pickup in India), expecting it to account for at least 20 per cent ...

Maruti Suzuki sells 161,413 cars in May; YoY growth of 247%

It also sold 3,526 units of the Super Carry LCV last month. Recently Maruti Suzuki had ... on small cars as they believed that the new norm would further shrink the small car market and may ...

SkyDrive recently announced a partnership with Suzuki to develop an all-electric ... on the basis for certification of a flying car.